Most New Testament papyri with a known provenance were found at the site of the ancient Egyptian city of Oxyrhynchus, or more precisely: on that city's rubbish mounds. Th e fact that sacred scriptures were discarded as garbage is surprising in view of the holiness of Christian biblical manuscripts, intrinsically and physically. Yet the trash aspect of provenance has never been adequately problematized or studied. Taking a social-historical and garbological approach, this article demonstrates that at Oxyrhynchus in antiquity entire manuscripts with biblical writings were deliberately discarded by Christians themselves, unrelated to persecution and issues of canonicity.
is, the damage, disinterest, and disposal of Christian manuscripts. With this research I build on recent scholarship that considers manuscripts not solely as repositories of textual variants but rather as objects in and of themselves, and studies their social location. Harry Gamble in his seminal work Books and Readers in the Early Church discussed manuscripts as "social artifacts." 5 He wrote:
All aspects of the production, distribution, and use of texts presuppose social functions and forces-functions and forces that are given representation, or inscribed, in the design of the text as a concrete, physical object. Hence the careful physical evaluation of a manuscript. By observing precisely how the text was laid out, how it was written, and what it was written on or in one has access not only to the technical means of its production but also, since these are the signs of intended and actual uses, to the social attitudes, motives, and contexts that sustained its life and shaped its meaning.
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I pose similar questions as Gamble did, with the diff erence that I focus not on the manufacturing and employ of manuscripts, but on what happens when manuscripts get out of use and discarded. Th at leads fi rst to the place where they were thrown away, in other words, the provenance of early Christian manuscripts. New Testament textual critic Eldon Epp put the topic of the provenance of New Testament papyri on the map as he probed the social location of these papyri in a series of publications. 7 He remarked: "Provenance translates into context-the sociocultural and intellectual character of the communities where manuscripts resided and which left its mark on those manuscripts." 8 Epp calculated that the majority of these earliest witnesses to the New Testament text for which a provenance was known came from Oxyrhynchus 9 and discussed the cultural climate of these Oxyrhynchite New Testament papyri.
I investigate the issue of provenance from a diff erent-and I admit, dirtier-angle, namely by addressing the fact that these earliest witnesses of New Testament texts and of Septuagint and other important writings for early Christians were not just discovered at one location, Oxyrhynchus, but specifi cally at that city's trash heaps. In the more than hundred years that have gone by since the initial fi nd at Oxyrhynchus and the publication of hundreds of biblical fragments, no one has systematically researched the question of why these manuscripts ended up in the trash. Many papyrologists and textual critics share this lack of interest in garbage as garbage with their colleagues in archaeology, at least according to the analysis of that fi eld put forth by Michael Shanks, David Platt, and William L. Rathje. In their words:
99 percent or more of what most archaeologists dig up, record, and analyze in obsessive detail is what past peoples threw away as worthless-broken ceramics, broken or dulled stone tools, tool-making debitage, food-making debris, food waste, broken glass, rusted metal, on and on. Th ese are society's material dregs that even those most clever at salvage couldn't fi gure a way to use or sell. But ask archaeologists what archaeology focuses on and they will mention 'the past' and 'artifacts' and 'behavior and 'attitudes and beliefs,' but you will rarely, if ever, hear the words 'garbage' or 'refuse' or 'trash' or 'junk.' I should emphasize that my point here is not that it is unknown that some biblical papyri are in reality ancient trash-scholars have acknowledged this all along 11 -but that no one has problematized and examined this.
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With this article, I intend to do just that. Since for this research the trash heaps at Oxyrhynchus are so important, I will fi rst briefl y situate that city and its Christian community and then dig into its garbage dumps.
Oxyrhynchus under a Magnifying Glass
Located on the Bar Yusuf canal (a branch of the Nile), about 300 kilometers south of Alexandria, Oxyrhynchus was not a one-camel-town, but one of the major cities in Egypt for many centuries and the metropolis of the homonymous nome. 13 Some 20,000 or more inhabitants lived in the 11) For example, Epp mentions the rubbish heaps regarding diffi culties in reconstructing context from accidentally preserved fragments: "At Oxyrhynchus . . . we face two frustrating barriers: the fragmentary nature of most evidence and the randomness of its survival, for at Oxyrhynchus the vast majority of papyri were recovered from rubbish heaps" ("Oxyrhynchus New Testament Papyri," 10). 12) A few scholars brought up the issue of the trash-provenance in passing. Adolf Deissmann considered the fact that the papyri were dug up from trash heaps "das Merkwürdigste der äußeren Fundgeschichte" and associated it with the every day character of papyrus texts, see (Adolf Deissmann, Licht vom Osten. Das Neue Testament und die neuentdeckten Texte der hellenistisch-römischen Welt [4th ed.; Tübingen: Mohr, 1923] 23-24). Recently, Don Barker in his case study on Christian and secular books from Oxyrhynchus, mused: ". . . we do not know the circumstances that led to the New Testament manuscripts being thrown onto the rubbish dumps." In the footnote to this statement, he off ered three options: "(i) Th e New Testament fragments found on the rubbish dumps are the remains of books that were seized by the authorities in times of persecution.
(ii) Th ey are the remains of books that had been thrown out by their owners because they were worn out. (iii) Th ey are the remains of worn out pages that had been replaced. Unlike the library remnants, some of which consist of a considerable number of fragments for the one book, showing that they had been torn up before being thrown onto the rubbish dump, it seems that the last possibility is the most likely" (Don C. Barker, "Codex, Roll, and Libraries in Oxyrhynchus," Tyndale Bulletin 57.1 [2006] 131-148, at 140, and 140n33). For Philip Comfort "manuscripts found in rubbish heaps are not 'rubbish' per se or defective copies. When a manuscript became old and worn, it was customary to replace it with a fresh copy and discard the old one" (Philip Wesley Comfort, Th e Quest for the Original Text of the New Testament [Grand Rapids, Mich.: Barker, 1992] 62). 13) As Eric Turner remarked: "Because the contrary is so often asserted, I begin by emphasizing that Oxyrhynchus was an important place" (Eric G. Turner, "Roman Oxyrhynchus," JEA 38 [1952] 78-93 at 78).
walled city. 14 While only few archaeological remains of buildings testify to the city's former grandeur, 15 papyri from the site expose the lives of its inhabitants in vivid detail, which Peter Parsons, that eminent editor of many Oxyrhynchus papyri, recently so eloquently described in his City of the Sharp-Nosed-Fish: Greek Lives in Roman Egypt. 16 Turning our attention to early Christianity, we observe that literary and papyrological sources give the impression of a lively Christian presence at Oxyrhynchus in late antiquity. Writing around the year 400, the author of the Historia monachorum in Aegypto describes Oxyrhynchus in idealized terms as a fully orthodox Christian city. 17 But the religious milieu at Oxyrhynchus was much more diverse. Besides "pagans and heretics," such as Manichaeans, papyri found at the site reveal also a Jewish community.
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Th ese papyri also testify to issues of Christian life and allow glimpses into 17) "(3) . . . since the city is large, it has twelve churches where the people assemble. As for the monks, they have their own oratories in each monastery. Th e monks were almost in a majority over the secular inhabitants. (4) In fact there are said to be fi ve thousand monks within the walls and as many again outside, and there is no hour of the day or night when they do not off er acts of worship to God. Moreover, not one of the city's inhabitants is a heretic or a pagan (αἱρετικὸς οὐδὲ ἐθνικός). On the contrary, all the citizens as a body are believers and catechumens (πιστοὶ καὶ κατηχούμενοι), so that the bishop is able to bless the people publicly in the street." Transl. Oxy- a bookish milieu and a Christian scriptorium as early as the third quarter of the third century. 19 Christian literary manuscripts were found, dating from roughly the second until the sixth century of the common era, 20 comprising Christian copies of Septuagint writings, and a wide array of early Christian texts, now classifi ed as "New Testament" and "noncanonical." Th ese include fragments of writings such as the Gospel of Th omas (from three diff erent copies), 21 Revelation (six copies from fi ve codices and one opistograph roll), 22 Hermas (11 fragments from seven codices and two rolls), 23 ended up as garbage, therefore I now dive into the trashy provenance of Christian manuscripts.
Dissecting the Dump
Th e papyri from Oxyrhynchus were for sure found on actual rubbish heaps. It was the activities of British classicists Bernard P. Grenfell and Arthur S. Hunt that brought the waste from the ancient Oxyrhynchites to the scholarly world. 26 As Parsons described the situation: "Th e town dumps of ancient Oxyrhynchus remained intact right up to the late nineteenth century. Th ey didn't look exciting, just a series of mounds covered with drifting sand. But they off ered ideal conditions for preservation. In this part of Egypt it never rains; perishables which are above the reach of ground water will survive."
27 Th e arid climate of Egypt and layers of sand had preserved also organic material, including texts written on papyrus.
During their six excavation seasons at Oxyrhynchus, Grenfell and Hunt dug up thousands of papyrus fragments. Th e fi rst excavations at Oxyrhynchus took place in the winter of 1896-97, and then every year from 1903 until 1907. After each season, the two Oxford scholars edited not only fairly quickly a number of the huge amount of papyri they had discovered, they also faithfully published an archaeological report, in which they première moitié du 6[e] siècle. Réédition et commentaire du POxy XI 1357," Revue des études byzantines 54 (1996) 135-59. 26) For a description of the accomplishments of these two men, see, Luigi Lehnus, "Bernard Pyne Grenfell (1869-1926) and Arthur Surridge Hunt (1871-1934)," in Hermae: Scholars and Scholarship in Papyrology (ed. Mario Capasso, Pisa: Giardini, 2007) 115-41. 27) Peter Parsons, "Waste Paper City," online at http://www.papyrology.ox.ac.uk/POxy/ oxyrhynchus/parsons3.html. I fi nd it interesting to note in this context that research conducted in the humid climate of the American North East found that garbage stays largely intact in modern landfi lls, containing even food items and printed materials. For instance, at the Fresh Kills landfi ll outside of New York City, scholars discovered that "down through the fi rst thirty-fi ve feet, a depth that in this well would date back to around 1984, the landfi ll had been relatively dry. Food waste and yard waste-hot dogs, bread, and grass clippings, for example-were fairly well preserved. Newspapers remained intact and easy to read." William Rathje and Cullen Murphy, Rubbish! Th e Archaeology of Garbage (New York, N.Y.: HarperCollins, 1992; repr. Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2001) 8. I doubt that these newspapers will still be preserved in fi fteen hundred or more years, as happened with the Oxyrhynchite materials. Nevertheless, the discovery of these organic materials and the still legible printed matters within modern landfi lls makes a relevant comparison for our trash endeavors in Egypt.
detailed the papyrological and archaeological highlights of the season. 28 Th ey paid little attention to other fi nds, 29 for their stated objective was to fi nd papyrus texts at Oxyrhynchus, as Grenfell reminisced in the opening lines of the archaeological report on the fi rst season: "I had for some time felt that one of the most promising sites in Egypt for fi nding Greek manuscripts was the city of Oxyrhynchus." 30 Nevertheless, that same report of the fi rst season provides an impression, albeit an incomplete one, of the archaeological circumstances of the fi nd. Grenfell noted that:
Th e papyri tended to run in layers rather than to be scattered through several feet of rubbish, and as a rule were associated with the particular kind of rubbish composed largely of pieces of straw and twigs which the natives call afsh. It was not infrequent to fi nd large quantities of papyri together, especially in three mounds, where the mass was so great that these fi nds most probably represent part of the local archives thrown away at diff erent periods. It was the custom in Egypt to store up carefully in the government record offi ces at each town offi cial documents of every kind dealing with the administration and taxation of the country; and to these archives even private individuals used to send letters, contracts etc., which they wished to keep. After a time, when the records were no longer wanted, a clearance became necessary, and many of the old papyrus rolls were put in baskets or on wicker trays and thrown away as rubbish. In the fi rst of these 'archive' mounds, of which the papyri belonged to the end of the fi rst and beginning of the second century, we sometimes found not only the contents of a basket altogether, but baskets themselves full of papyri. Unfortunately, it was the practice to tear most of the rolls to pieces fi rst, and of the rest many had naturally been broken or crushed in being thrown away.
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Grenfell's account thus allows a most interesting insight into the excavations at Oxyrhynchus. Th e question of why these early Christian manuscripts were trash would have been aided if we knew where and in what groups of texts Christian manuscripts were found, so that we could learn something about their owners or the circumstances under which they were discarded. Unfortunately, Grenfell and Hunt did not conduct a stratigraphy so that we lack the immediate archaeological context of these papyriChristian and others.
Despite Grenfell and Hunt's at best lukewarm interest in archaeology (or the archaeology of trash), it is possible to catch further glimpses of the general context of the papyrological fi nds, besides their excavation reports, from inventories of gifts donated to museums in Europe and the United States by the Egypt Exploration Society, and from photographs Hunt took during the digging seasons. Th ese sources indicate that the copies of early Christian and other texts were discovered between broken potsherds and straw, and had been discarded together with such objects as terracotta lamps, pens, pieces of glass, keys, silverware, combs, hairpins, toys, textiles, woolen socks, broken sandals and dice. 32 Th ey apparently found so many dice, that Grenfell, jokingly, came to the sociological conclusion that the Oxyrhynchites had been "inveterate gamblers."
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A crucial point for my investigation is that the papyri and other objects from Oxyrhynchus were not discovered among the ruins of ancient buildings but on actual trash heaps, or in Grenfell's words: "the rubbish mounds were nothing but rubbish mounds." 34 Th is implies, therefore, that Christian writings, just as all other manuscripts found there, had been discarded. Grenfell's report makes this very clear. People in antiquity deposited these materials at a garbage heap, sometimes transporting them to these places in baskets. 35 Garbage mounds, built up over the course of centuries, encircled ancient cities and could reach heights of 20 or 30 meters; 36 so also at Oxyrhynchus. Volume fi fty of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri contains the reproduction of a plan of the site of El-Bahnasa/Oxyrhynchus, made in 1908 based on drawings by Grenfell and Hunt. Th is map allows for some orientation, and recently a key to the map has resurfaced. 37 One area, centrally located near the theatre and colonnade, just off the major road, functioned as trash heap for over 600 years. 38 Th is pattern of discarding waste just outside or even 34) Grenfell, "Excavations at Oxyrhynchus: First Season (1896-7)," 346. See also the appropriate title of Peter Parsons' article "Waste Paper City," online at http://www.papyrology. ox.ac.uk/ POxy/oxyrhynchus/parsons3.html. Grenfell noted the diff erence between excavating deserted, dilapidated houses and excavating trash heaps: "In the former there is always the chance of fi nding valuable things which have been left behind or concealed by the last occupants, such as a hoard of coins or a collection of papyrus rolls buried in a pot; while in rubbish mounds, since the object found must have been thrown away deliberately, they were much less likely to be valuable, and were quite certain to be in much worse condition." (Grenfell, "Excavations at Oxyrhynchus: First Season (1896-7)," 346). Other sites in Egypt also yielded papyrological treasures as trash. Ulrich Wilcken provides another fi rst-hand account of such papyrological excavations among trash (Ulrich Wilcken, "Die Berliner Papyrusgrabungen in Herakleopolis Magna," Archiv für Papyrusforschung 2 [1903] 294-337). Wilcken distinguished between two kinds of rubbish: collapsed buildings and rubbish mounds ("Häuserruinen und Schutthügel," ibid., 296-7). He discusses the Egyptian trash heaps ("Kehrichtshaufen"); their contents of kitchen debris, manure, rags, and above all innumerable potsherds ("unzählige Th onscherben)"; and the purpose of these rubbish mounds: making room in the inhabited sections of the cities (ibid., 300-301). 35) Ulrich Wilcken, a German contemporary of Grenfell and Hunt and excavator for papyri at ancient Heracleopolis Magna, some 70 km north of Oxyrhynchus, recounts how this practice of trash removal continued into his own time: From his tent at the edge of the settlement, he observed how each morning at the crack of dawn women from the neighboring homes arrived to deposit all sorts of dirt and garbage very close to that tent, so that by the end of his eleven-week-long archaeological season, a little kôm, or rubbish mound, had formed (ibid., 301). 36) Ibid., esp. 301. 37) P.Oxy. L (1983), "Plan of Oxyrhynchus," vii. Parsons comments in "Waste Paper City:" "between country and town, a circle of dumps where the rubbish piled up" (online at http://www.papyrology.ox.ac.uk/POxy/ oxyrhynchus/ parsons1.html. 38) From the Oxyrhynchus website: "Kôm Gamman. Not far to the north-east of the within the city matches the evidence from other pre-modern cities.
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Except for Naples, Italy, where citizens still regularly face piles of garbage in the streets, 40 with trash-removal we enjoy a relatively modern luxury.
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A Garbological Approach
In our days, garbage forms not only a challenge for waste management or a potential source for renewable energy. It also off ers an opportunity to examine our world from a diff erent perspective. Regarding modern and ancient trash, the discipline of garbology off ers tools to analyze discarded materials methodologically. A rather new branch of scholarship, garbology is associated with the groundbreaking work, literary and fi guratively, of William Rathje and collaborators in the Garbage Project, begun in 1973 at classical theatre was a large rubbish mound crowned by the venerated tomb of a mediaeval Sheikh, Ali Gamman, and often referred to as Kôm Gamman (Kôm = mound).
To judge from what was found in the mound, this spot was used as a rubbish dump for 600 years at least, starting in the fi rst century AD; such use may surprise us, in a spot in the midst of monumental structures (theatre and colonnade) and almost on the line of a conjectured ancient main street. Th is mound was numbered K 20 on Grenfell and Hunt's plan, and identifi ed as Kôm Gamman in the black notebook. It was a particularly rich source of rare literary MSS., but the presence of Ali Gamman's tomb on its top prevented Grenfell and Hunt from investigating it thoroughly. In the 1930s an Italian team obtained permission to dismantle the tomb and re-erect it elsewhere; a consequence is the number of literary papyri in the Oxyrhynchus collection of which further portions are now in Florence." http://www. papyrology.ox.ac.uk/POxy/VExhibition/the_site/kom_gamman.html. 39) "It is diffi cult for anyone alive now to appreciate how appalling, as recently as a century ago, were the conditions of daily life in all of the cities of the Western world, even in the wealthier parts of town. 'For thousands of years,' Lewis Mumford wrote in Th e City in History, 'city dwellers put up with defective, often quite vile, sanitary arrangements, wallowing in rubbish and fi lth they certainly had the power to remove.'" (Rathje and Murphy, Rubbish, 40-1 the University of Arizona. 42 Th ese scholars, garbologists, apply methods from traditional archaeology onto modern waste 43 and in doing so expose unexpected sides of modern society and human conduct. Th eir fi ndings and methodological refl ections off er also useful tools for my work on interpreting ancient garbage.
By taking a garbological approach we are bound to detect information about the people and communities that left their waste on these ancient trash heaps. Garbology allows us, as Rathje and Murphy assert, to measure human conduct "and, what is more, gauging behavior unobtrusively, thereby avoiding one of the great biases inherent in much social science." 44 When applied to antiquity, the dirty lens of garbology allows us to view practices that we cannot observe or are not explicit in the written record, as I will show next. At the end of this article, I will off er other garbological insights.
Ecclesiastical writers do not mention discarding biblical manuscripts as trash, not even disapprovingly. Yet through the Oxyrhynchite garbage heaps, we know that this must have been a fairly common practice, at least at Oxyrhynchus and presumably in other communities also. Acknowledging that important early Christian sacred texts ended as refuse on garbage heaps in Oxyrhynchus opens our eyes to hints of such practices recorded in contemporaneous Christian literature. Th is struck me fi rst in the colophon appended to the Martyrdom of Polycarp. In it, Pionius-allegedly the martyr-relates that prompted by a revelation, he discovered an old, worn-out manuscript of Polycarp's Martyrium that he then copied and thereby preserved for posterity. Th e section reads: And I, Pionius, then sought out these things and produced a copy from the one mentioned above, in accordance with a revelation (κατὰ ἀποκάλυψιν) of the blessed Polycarp, who showed it to me, as I will explain in what follows. And I gathered these papers together when they were nearly worn out by age (ἤδη σχεδὸν ἐκ τοῦ χρόνου κεκμηκότα). An examination of practices surrounding the disuse of Christian texts, as I will present below, moving from the Oxyrhynchite trash to other archaeological fi nds of manuscripts, suggests that Pionius, and Euzoius and the scribes at Caesarea, had several options for handling their deteriorated manuscripts, ranging from reverent burial to disposal as trash and everything in between.
Th e garbological view leads not only to new questions for old texts, another conclusion obtained from studying garbage is that discarding involves a choice. In her book Waste and Want. A Social History of Trash, a study of 19th century America through its practices of discarding, socialhistorian Susan Strasser makes the important observation that "Trash is created by sorting." According to Strasser, "If we focus on the categorizing process that defi nes trash, our attention will be drawn away from the rubbish heap and concentrated on human behavior." 49 Th us, going back to Oxyrhynchus, the owners of the biblical manuscripts that form the topic of my investigation chose to deposit them as waste. Yet, as I will show next, this deliberate discarding of scripture stands in contrast to the attitude that appears in other sources.
From Sacred Scriptures to Religious Rubbish
In order to appreciate the contrast between the trashing of Septuagint and New Testament books and their intrinsic holiness for ancient Christians, it is pertinent that I discuss the sacredness of scriptures as physical artifacts at phon in a manuscript of Philo's De opifi cio mundi now at the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (Vienna theol. gr. 29, 146 verso) confi rms Jerome's information. It reads: "Bishop Euzoios had new copies made in codices" (Grafton and Williams, Christianity, 215 and 349n96). 48) Another example of the restoration of a library, roughly contemporary with that at Caesarea, can be found in Th emistius's oration to Constantius (Oratio 4.59d-60c), probably of the year 357. Edition: Wilhelm Dindorf, Th emistii orationes (Leipzig, 1832; repr., Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1961) 71-2. 49) "Everything that comes into the end-of-the-millennium home . . . eventually requires a decision: keep it or toss it. . . . As everyday life and ordinary housework have changed over time, so has this process of defi ning what is rubbish, as well as the rubbish itself, the contents of the trash" (Susan Strasser, Waste and Want, 5). some length. 50 Th at Christians considered their writings sacred-not just the content but also the physical manuscripts-becomes clear through an examination of three diff erent areas: literary sources, iconography of books, and archaeological contexts of other manuscript fi nds.
In her article "Holy Texts, Holy Men, and Holy Scribes. Aspects of Scriptural Holiness in Late Antiquity," Claudia Rapp argued for this physical holiness of Christian books:
Th e Christian religion has a deep affi nity with scripture, writing, and Schriftlichkeit. God made his Word manifest in the world through Christ, the incarnate Logos. Th e Gospels and other New Testament writings contain this 'good news' in written form . . . readily available for ownership in the form of manuscripts. Th ese physical depositories of the Word of God shared in the holiness of the message they contained.
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Christian authors referred to these writings as sacred scriptures, expounded upon them in sermons, homilies, and commentaries, and engaged in polemics with other Christians about the correct interpretation. If in the Gospel of John, Christ fi gures as the incarnate word (ὁ λόγος σὰρξ ἐγένετο, John 1:14), in the Gospel of Truth, Jesus cloaks himself with the book, and is nailed to a tree.
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Biblical manuscripts also functioned in rituals. For instance, Christian books played a role during the ordination of lectors and bishops. Th e Sahidic translation of the Apostolic Tradition, an ancient church order, prescribes that at the ordination of a reader the bishop, quite fi ttingly, "shall give the book of the apostle to him and pray over him."
53 Moreover, accord-50) I should note that manuscripts in general were considered status objects, as Raymond J. Starr noted: "books were high-prestige items that apparently were kept rather than disposed of." ("Th e Used-Book Trade in the Roman World," ing to the Apostolic Constitutions, in the ordination ceremony for a bishop, deacons were to "hold the divine Gospels opened over the head of the ordinand." 54 Christian books not only featured on these special occasions of ordination, but also as part of regular worship services. In several liturgies, the gospel codex was carried into the sanctuary in a candle-lit procession. 55 Also outsiders recognized that books occupied a crucial place in Christian congregations. Th is is apparent from the fact that during the persecution of Christians in the early fourth century, the imperial edict, as preserved by Eusebius, ordered "the destruction by fi re of the Scriptures," 56 that is, the confi scation and burning of Christian manuscripts. In this respect, Gamble remarks: "Diocletian took it for granted that every Christian community, wherever it might be, had a collection of books and knew that those books were essential to its viability." 57 Several sources indicate that Christians in reaction to the imperial edict tried to hide their books.
comparison between the versions shows that the other versions mention the book, but only the Sahidic mentions the "book of the apostle" (see ibid., 74-5). But even those Christians who had handed over their scriptures to the Roman authorities had reportedly done so only reluctantly. 58 In the aftermath of the persecution, manuscripts were at the heart of the Donatist controversy, which split churches in North Africa in the fourth century and had long-lasting eff ects on Christianity in that region. At stake in this controversy was the issue of traditio; whether one had handed over manuscripts to the Roman authorities during the time of persecution or not. Th us, to put it bluntly, at the same time that Christians in North Africa had far-reaching disputes about giving up manuscripts under the pressure of persecution (traditio), fellow Christians to the east of that same continent, in Egypt, were throwing out Christian texts as trash. Th e enthronement of the gospel book inspired artists as it became a frequent iconographical theme. Th e late-fourth/early fi fth-century dome mosaics in the Rotunda in Th essaloniki depict "jeweled books on pillowed thrones," 62 and a bronze relief in the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople shows a throne with an opened codex upon which a dove descends. 63 In this way, the codex becomes the stand-in for the word made fl esh (John 1). 64 As Wenzel noted, "the incarnation of the word manifests itself iconographically in the mutual representation of book and body: Christ appears as a book or in a book; the book represents the embodied Christ." 65 Other depictions of Christian codices radiate the same reverence. In seventh-century Egypt, the wooden covers of a four gospel codex, now known as the Freer Gospel Codex, received encaustic paintings depicting the four evangelists, two on each cover. Th eir pale faces framed by dark hair and large haloes, they gaze at the beholder with big eyes. Dressed in colorful robes in shades of red, blue and yellow, each man presses a golden codex adorned with precious stones against his chest. As Michelle Brown notes, "Th eir hands are draped in the attitude of veneration adopted by the deacon when carrying the gospels in procession and reading from them during the liturgy." 66 Out of reverence for the sacredness of their book, not even the evangelists themselves grasp these sacred scriptures with their bare hands, but hold them super planetam, covered with their robes. 67 How far removed this seems from the discarding of biblical manuscripts on garbage mounds.
Th e disposal of Christian manuscripts as waste such as happened at Oxyrhynchus stands also in contrast to other practices surrounding the disuse of scriptures. Surveying the archaeological provenance of early Christian manuscripts, I found that a good number of them had been buried, alone, with other writings, or with deceased people. 68 Such burial practices indicate the value-religious, economic, personal-associated with these manuscripts. Th e burial of used-up sacred manuscripts evokes a practice refl ected upon more systematically in rabbinic Jewish circles regarding the genizah, or storage room, a topic that I intend to address in a separate study. 69 Arguably the most famous example of buried Christian manuscripts is the so-called Nag Hammadi Library: thirteen papyrus codices containing Gnostic texts apparently found buried in a clay jar near the modern Egyptian village of Nag Hammadi.
70 Th e Nag Hammadi codices were most likely interred for their less than orthodox content; but even so, they were not dumped on the garbage heap. 71 In his Buried Books in Antiquity, Colin Roberts suggests that such interment was done in imitation of Jewish practices: "the Christians seem to have taken over from the Jews the habit of depositing unwanted or damaged or worn MSS in a special storage place from which, in time of safety, they could be taken out to be buried, this with the idea of profanation by the heathen, avoiding too perhaps total destruction." of Hamamieh in 1923. 73 It turned out to be a fourth-or fi fth-century codex containing most of the Gospel of John in Coptic (John 2:12-20:20). For its interment the codex had been enveloped in cloth, just as a human body would be prepared for burial. As Petrie noted, the state of preservation of this manuscript showed that it had been damaged through intensive use. 74 He concluded that the manuscript "when too defective for regular reading . . . had been set aside, and buried reverently in the cemetery." 75 Again, in doing so, the owners of this Christian manuscript may have been inspired by the practices of their Jewish neighbors. Th us at the end of its useful life, this badly-worn Johannine codex had received a proper burial, wrapped in cloth.
Whereas "Th e condition of the papyrus showed that it had been greatly worn. Th e fi rst three leaves were missing when it was folded up, and probably as many were lost from the end. Th e back leave was half broken away; a leaf near the end had come loose, and was laid in at about two-thirds through the volume. Th e rubbed surface of these latter leaves showed how much worn they had become by sliding on the reading desk. Th e height of the MS. indicates that it was for Church use, rather than a private copy." 75) Ibid. 76) French archaeologists discovered the manuscript in 1886-7 in the cemetery of Akhmîm, which had been used for Christian burials from the fi fth to the fi fteenth century. See U. In traditional Egyptian religion, the deceased needed a copy of the Book of the Dead for reference and perhaps we should interpret later fi nds of books in graves as a continuation of that practice.
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Some Christians also placed manuscripts in the walls of buildings. At the site of ancient Coptos in Upper Egypt, a Christian codex containing works of Philo of Alexandria turned up from a niche in a wall. As Jean Merell remarked, this codex was probably considered as a very precious object and therefore preserved in this way. 80 In these cases, the burial practices surrounding early Christian writings, canonical and non-canonical, . Also relevant for my survey into practices of disuse of Christian manuscripts is that sections of the gospels of Matthew and Luke appeared in the manuscript's binding. In the latter case, the writings had not been discarded on the trash heap, but were re-used in a practical fashion: "Le tout, du format connu, presque carré, in-8 o des livres arabes, était relié dans une couverture de cuir, avec une languette et un cordon de cuir se ramenant sur la couverture. Dans sa cachette, le livre dut être comprimé, le mortier est comme incrusté à l'extérieur . . . A la suite du quarante-quatrième feuillet, en guise de bourre, je pense, et pour remplir la capacité de la couverture, se trouvaient plusiers fragments de feuillets collés ensemble, l'un d'eux portant κατα Μαθθαιον et les autres, des fragments de saint Luc." (idem, 6).
clearly indicate the reverent treatment these manuscripts as physical objects received at the end of their lives. 81 Th ese examples from the literary and material world suffi ce here to illustrate the reverence for Christian books as sacred objects, which sharply contrast the disposal witnessed at Oxyrhynchus to which I now return. First, I will discuss several inadequate explanations for this striking fact and then I will off er my assessment of the situation.
Not Persecution, Lack of Canonicity, or Fragments Only
If, as we have seen, Christians hold their manuscripts in such high regard, how then should we explain the fact that their manuscripts ended up on city garbage heaps? I must fi rst address several explanations for this phenomenon that upon closer scrutiny do not hold. One explanation could be that not Christians but others threw out the scriptures as trash. Grenfell mentioned this interpretation in passing in his fi rst archaeological report. He suggested that the Christian manuscripts that Hunt and he had unearthed among the rubbish had belonged to a Christian, who had perished during the Diocletian persecution and whose books had subsequently been discarded. 82 In this scenario, the manuscripts on the trash heaps are the sad reminders of the Christian persecutions. 83 However, this explanation 81) Whereas instances of burial, concealment, and disposal mark the end of a book's active life through deliberate deeds, a more inadvertent approach was to leave books languishing until they or the building collapsed, or until the site became deserted. Alternatively, one could store them away in a separate room. cannot be maintained for two reasons: fi rst, the imperial edict required that Christian manuscripts be burned, not thrown away. Although it is easy to imagine government offi cials taking the rules less than stringent, my second reason completely disproves that manuscripts were discarded by others during the times of the persecution: chronology. Th e disposal of manuscripts as trash happened not only in the earliest centuries of our era, in the period of persecutions, but the presence of manuscripts that date to the fourth, fi fth, and sixth centuries found also at the Oxyrhynchite rubbish mounds means that they were copied and discarded after the persecution. What we have here is thus a continuous practice. Th is observation also means that I can eliminate another possible explanation: these Christian texts were not discarded by Muslims during the Islamic period. 84 If therefore the manuscripts were not thrown out by other people, only one interpretation remains as to who threw away the biblical books and I conclude that these manuscripts were discarded by their Christian owners themselves.
One might argue that these texts were thrown out because they were not considered as Sacred Scripture. In this respect a story in the Paralipomena to the Life of Pachomius is worth recounting. According to the narrative, Pachomius, alerted by a terrible smell to readers of unorthodox works, ordered "all the books of the heretics" to be cast into the Nile river. 85 If and online at: http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/28/world/europe/28germany.html?_r=1&ei= 5070&emc=eta1. 84) Grenfell and Hunt had no interest in excavating the rubbish mounds from the Arabic period. Nevertheless, during their fi rst season, when they apparently dug all over the site, they reported fi nding 100 papyrus rolls written in Arabic, and ca. 300 pieces of "mediaeval Arabic paper" (Grenfell, how many books ended up fl oating in the Nile or in the Bar Yusuf Canal we will never know. But while the Paralipomena give the impression that heretical books should be done away with in a drastic manner, I have found no indication that at Oxyrhynchus manuscripts were disposed of mainly due to their canonical or non-canonical status. As a matter of fact, all sorts of Christian writings were found on these garbage heaps, from the Gospel of Mary to the Gospel of Matthew. And even a large amount of texts that now comprise the New Testament canon-or eighteen out of the twentyseven New Testament writings-has turned up from these garbage mounds. 86 Th e same can be said for Septuagint manuscripts; holy scriptures for the early Christians. 87 Th us, contrary to what one might expect, the presence of biblical writings allow us to conclude that not only "heretical" writings were brought to the Oxyrhynchite city dumps.
At Oxyrhynchus, in certain instances a more practical approach was taken when it came to out-of-favor books. We observe this in a family that owned a copy of the Kestoi by Julius Africanus (P. Oxy 91 Does this then mean that only small pieces of New Testament manuscripts were discarded? Barker thought that the New Testament fragments found at the Oxyrhynchus garbage could best be explained as the damaged portions of manuscripts that had been repaired.
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Th is may indeed have been the case in some instances. 93 Alternatively, a manuscript page may have served as an amulet, such as P.Oxy. LXIV 4406 (5th/6th century) containing Matt 27:62-64 and 28:2-5; the original string is still affi xed to the papyrus. Some pieces with biblical text were specifi cally manufactured as amulets and never formed part of a longer literary manuscript was in the possession of Hermogenes's family, together with two Homer manuscripts (P.Oxy. XI 1386 and 1392) and another "recherché" work, the History of Sikyon (P.Oxy. XI 1365) (ibid., 137-40). See also my discussion and appendix below. 92) Barker, "Codex, Roll, and Libraries," 140n33. 93) Th is could have been the case with P.Oxy. IV 654, the beginning of the Gospel of Th omas preserved on a reused roll. Assuming that the fi rst sheet of a roll would be the most prone to damage, a repair of that very sheet makes sense. But I doubt that such a relatively inexpensive document would be carefully maintained, as a repair would suggest. manuscript; they had always been small. Tommy Wasserman, for instance, has argued that P.Oxy. XXXIV 2684 (= P78), a broken bifolium of miniature format containing part of the Epistle of Jude, was such a charm, "produced, not reused, for the purpose of an amulet." 94 An examination of the fi nd from Oxyrhynchus, however, implies that in multiple cases large portions of manuscripts or even entire manuscripts had been discarded. Th ese manuscripts either deteriorated (further) on the trash heap, which may explain their present fragmentary state, or they had been torn up before they were discarded. Indeed, in their archaeological reports, Grenfell and Hunt indicated repeatedly that manuscripts had been torn to pieces. 95 Th is seems to have happened not just to manuscripts with classical literature but also to those with Christian scriptures. Multiple yet fragmentary pages of a codex with the book of Revelation have been preserved (P.Oxy. LXVI 4499). In other instances, fragments of manuscripts that had become scattered in the rubbish mounds have been reunited in publication.
96 I have presented the evidence as a list in the appendix. ," 362). Th ey also attempted to keep together papyri found at the same place: "Each lot found by a pair, man and boy, had to be kept separate; for the knowledge that papyri are found together is frequently of the greatest importance for determining their date, and since it is inevitable that so fragile a material should sometimes be broken in the process of extricating it from the closely packed soil, it is imperative to keep together, as far as possible, fragments of the same document." (Grenfell, "Excavations at Oxyrhynchus: First Season [1896-7]," 349). rolls with Christian writings had been thrown away. I conjecture that also in many instances where we have now only a small fragment remaining, the entire book had been discarded. Probably, or at least in some cases, these manuscripts were discarded after having been torn apart.
Ecclesiastical leaders frowned upon cutting biblical books in piecesitself sure evidence that manuscripts were shredded. A canon of the Quinisext Council, held in the Palace of Trullo in 692, threatens to punish any destruction of Christian manuscripts with a year-long excommunication. Th e same canon, however, also provides an important exception for books that had been damaged. It reads:
About it not being allowed for anyone whatsoever to destroy, or cut in pieces, or to hand over to the book dealers, or to the so-called perfumers, or to anyone else whatsoever for destruction books of the Old and New Testament and of our holy and eminent preachers and teachers; unless it has been rendered useless completely either by moths, or by water, or in another manner.
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Presumably reacting to a current situation, the council members thus disapproved of the destruction of books, to be understood especially in the context of magical practices with biblical texts. At the same time, however, they also apparently approved of the cutting up and destroying of badly damaged manuscripts; at least they acknowledged this as a matter of fact. An explicit reference to discarding such damaged book, for sure the next step in this process, still lacks.
Th e Death of Codices
Th roughout the centuries, manuscripts not only fell prey to the proverbial bookworms, perished in natural hazards infl icted by fi res and earthquakes, or expired as the result of such human doings as war or censorship. 98 98 ) Bemoaning "lost texts" in the Introduction to the edition of the recently found Gospel of Judas, Rodolphe Kasser attributes the loss of ancient manuscripts to "such hazards as on the evidence I collected, it seems that manuscripts in antiquity itself already faced another, equally if not more threatening fate: discarding.
As garbological studies point out, each piece of trash, and thus each disposed papyrus, has its own history of discarding, resulting from human choices. Besides wear and tear, factors such as changes in education, reading preferences, and language, may have played a role in the decision to part with a book. 99 Only in rare instances, we can detect the fi nal use of a papyrus fragment. Th is happened with a Homer manuscript from Oxyrhynchus (P.Oxy. LXVII 4633). In order to understand its last use, I should mention that when dug up from trash heaps, papyri consist of crumpledup, dry lumps. Before they can be deciphered, they have to be straightened out. Th is is done by applying moisture to make the papyrus supple again and then pulling and rubbing it in shape. 100 Hunt even advised that this was best done with one's fi ngers. 101 Whether it was the vapors let loose when this Homer piece was dampened or more substantial organic remains stuck to it, the conservation of that papyrus must have been a surprisingly unpleasant task, for its editor, J. Spooner, notes that this text was last used as toilet paper-or what I would call 'toilet papyrus.' 102 In most instancesfortunately, perhaps, for conservators-the circumstances surrounding the disuse of manuscripts are less apparent.
In some cases, I fi nd it less surprising that a papyrus with a New Testament passage ended up among the rubbish. P.Oxy. II 209 (=P10), for example, contains a school exercise with the fi rst seven verses of the apostle Paul's Letter to the Romans and some scribbles underneath in a documentary hand. In the edition of the text, Grenfell and Hunt noted that "the war, natural catastrophes, and fi res" as well as "the meticulous ferocity of political or ecclesiastical censors" (Rodolphe Kasser, "Introduction. papyrus was found tied up with a contract dated in 316 A.D., and other documents of the same period." 103 Th is writing exercise had belonged to a private archive with contracts and other documents, and was discarded as such. 104 Other scriptural papyri from the Oxyrhynchite garbage, however, give a diff erent impression and appear to have come from ecclesiastical milieus; an indication that the discarding of biblical scriptures happened not only to manuscripts intended for private use. One such manuscript, P.Oxy. XV 1780 105 (= P39), is a page of a large and beautifully executed papyrus codex containing John 8:14-22, probably dating to the third century. 106 Its execution and production make this piece a good test case. Unlike the clumsily written school exercise, the exquisite professional handwriting and large format of this fragment suggest that this manuscript had more standing. 107 Indeed, the size of the letters and spaces in between words make this manuscript well-suited and intended for public reading. 108 We should therefore imagine it not as a privately owned book but rather as a codex that was read from in a liturgical setting. Th is is not the only such manuscript from Oxyrhynchus. Th ere are fragments of other, similarly (though perhaps less elaborately) produced biblical books from Oxyrhynchus. 109 Th e question remains: how do manuscripts like this become discarded as garbage?
Let me off er a cluster of contextualizations and explanations for this phenomenon. First, an important observation is that Christians at Oxyrhynchus are using the same methods of disposing of manuscripts as the other inhabitants of the city for their texts. 110 Indeed, Christians share these discarding practices when it comes to their sacred manuscripts with their neighbors of diff erent religions, Jews, Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans. In view of Christian rhetoric about distinctiveness so abundant and strong in literary texts, 111 these shared practices are signifi cant and nuance our understanding of early Christian attitudes towards their most sacred artifacts. As mentioned above, the Oxyrhynchites often tore up rolls or codices before disposing of them, a practice that the people discarding biblical manuscripts also seem to have shared with their neighbors of diff erent religions and that seventh-century church fathers apparently took for granted. In the case of these biblical manuscripts, I suggest that this deliberate destruction may also have had a symbolic function, namely of desacralizing the sacred scripture. Th e treatment of damaged icons, although occurring slightly later than our trashed Oxyrhynchus manuscripts, may serve as an analogy for this destruction of sacred objects. Antony Eastmond brings up this topic in a discussion on icons, writing:
Views diff ered as to how damaged icons should be treated. . . . One interpretation, promoted by John of Damascus among others, argued that damaged icons should be destroyed. In this view, the presence of damage meant that the image was no longer a true representation of the prototype, and so it could no longer function as an icon: the link between image and prototype was severed. 112 I consider it quite likely that people, in this case early Christians from Oxyrhynchus, purposely shredded sacred scriptures when they discarded them in order to defi nitely break the link between sacred text and sacred manuscript.
Moreover, it seems to me that (Pseudo-)Pionius's declaring that he had transcribed a badly damaged manuscript and Jerome's comments on the maintenance of the Caesarean library allow us to discern among the Oxyrhynchite garbage not just evidence of discarding literary texts for lack of interest and whatever other reasons, but also a lively milieu of scribes that copied these manuscripts, canonical and non-canonical, and threw out the old exemplars.
Finally, I suggest that we observe here a behavior that garbologists have detected in their studies of modern trash and human conduct as well. Garbologists did research in which they examined garbage bins while at the same time they also held interviews with the people who had discarded the trash. Th ey found that what these people said was not what they actually did. For instance, the subjects claimed that they ate more healthy food than they did in reality based on their garbage, 113 and that they underreported their alcohol consumption by 40-60%. 114 Rathje described this function of trash as "a kind of tattle-tale, setting the record straight." 115 Analogously, although we cannot interview the Oxyrhynchites anymore, if we could, I doubt that the owners of the beautiful Johannine codex would have mentioned or admitted that they had discarded it at the garbage heap. Th us despite all the evidence for the physical holiness of Christian manuscripts, at Oxyrhynchus in late antiquity Christians deliberately discarded entire manuscripts with sacred scriptures as trash.
Appendix: Entire Manuscripts Discarded
P.Oxy. LXVI 4499 (= P115) comprises 26 fragments from nine diff erent folia of a late-third or early-fourth century papyrus codex of the book of Revelation. 116 It cannot be determined whether it contained just Revelation or also additional writings. 117 Given that large parts of this codex have been preserved and most of the pieces, "fragments (e) to (z) come from consecutive pages,"
118 it is unlikely that these fragments constituted repairs and therefore I conclude that the entire manuscript had been discarded. P.Oxy. II 208 (1899) and P.Oxy. XV 1781 (1922) (= P5) together belong to a third-century, single-quire codex of the Gospel of John. P.Oxy. II 208, a bifolium with sections from chapters 1 and 20, formed one of the outer pages of the codex and allows for a reconstruction of the quire as consisting of 25 bifolia.
119 Th e second fragment, P.Oxy. XV 1781, contains sections from chapter 16, and should be ordered as pages 41-2. 120 If we just had the outer pages of this codex, an argument could have been made that only these had been replaced because of wear and tear, as those sections of a book are more prone to damage. However, from the fact that also sections from the inner part of the quire have surfaced, I infer that the whole manuscript was thrown out. P.Oxy. IV 657 (1904) and PSI XII 1292 (1951) (= P13) are fragments containing 11 columns of Hebrews (Hebr 2:14-5:5; 10:8-22; 10:29-11:13; 11:28-12:17). Th e biblical text is written on the verso of a roll and dates to the third or fourth century.
121 Th e recto features sections from an epitome of Livy in Latin (published as P.Oxy. IV 668). It is clear from the preserved column numbers on top of the pages that the text was preceded by another writing. 122 In a study of ink-dipping and other scribal features, Peter Head • •
• • and M. Warren concluded that this roll was not a professionally made copy. 123 Together with the unusual format (at least, from a Christian book perspective) and the fact that the roll was an opistograph, this suggest that the manuscript was intended for private use and thus not likely for public reading. Th e large sections of the text preserved in the garbage indicate, again, that this was not a damaged section that had been repaired but rather that the entire roll had been discarded. P. Oxy. XXIV 2384 (1957 and PSI 419 and 420 124 (= P70) constitute parts of a third or early-fourth century papyrus codex of the Gospel of Matthew (Matt 2:13-16; 2:22-3:1; 11:26-27; 12:4-5; 24:3-6, 12-15). In this case, the extant portions cover the beginning (chapter 2 and 3), middle (chapter 11 and 12) and end (chapter 24) of the manuscript. I assume therefore that the entire codex was discarded. Probably it had been shredded, which caused the pieces to disperse-to be discovered centuries later by British and Italian excavators on separate expeditions. P.Oxy. XXXIV 2683 (1968) 125 and P.Oxy. LXIV 4405 (1997) 126 (= P77) complement each other and preserve the text of Matt 23:30-39. Th ey come from a copy of the Gospel of Matthew in codex format, dated to the late second century. 127 P.Oxy. XV 1783 (Hermas 39.2-3) and P.Oxy. XV 1828 (Hermas 65.3, 5) are two fragments that both are written on parchment and come from a codex. Th e handwriting situates the pieces in the third or early fourth century. Silvio Mercati fi rst suggested that they may have belonged to the same codex. 129 129) Silvio G. Mercati, "Passo del Pastore di Erma riconosciuto nel Pa. Oxy. 1828," Biblica 6 (1925) 336-8 at 338. Mercati identifi ed the section as Hermas, which Grenfell and Hunt had not realized, probably due to the piece's small size and fragmentary text. Since Grenfell and Hunt printed their editions of these two Hermas fragments in the same volume (P.Oxy. XV), it is possible that both these vellum pieces came from the same tin box and thus the same general location in the garbage.
